New articles on the topic of Leadership and Healthcare management. All links go to full text library service subscription unless otherwise noted. If you have any issues accessing the full text, please contact library@northernhealth.ca

ARTICLES (FULL TEXT)


• COVID-19 Epidemic Peer Support and Crisis Intervention Via Social Media. Community Mental Health Journal. 06 May 2020


• Maximizing virtual meetings and conferences: a review of best practices. International Orthopaedics. 23 May 2020

• Supporting Your Team during a Global Pandemic. Nursing Management. 05 May 2020. (Ahead of Print)
RESOURCE COLLECTIONS

- **Canadian Society of Physician Leaders COVID-19 Crisis Bulletins** – Topics: Caring for oneself; personality styles; leadership agility in chaotic systems – these short bulletins are informative and actionable.

- **Longwoods (Canadian) Journals: COVID-19 Collection**. (NH has full access onsite)

  
  HBR can be accessed with a username and password found on this list.

SOCIAL MEDIA / MEDIA

- **COVID Kindness: Sharing Acts of #covidkindness and Uplifting Stories from the Front Lines of Canadian Health Care**. Website.


- **The Happiness Lab Podcast with Dr Laurie Santos**. Examines the latest research on happiness and champions practical take-aways. Note: Great listen for walks in the warm spring air.

- **KevinMD** – How grit in the face of hopelessness brings out the best of the medical profession. 27 May 2020. (Blog or @kevinmd on Twitter)

- **@COVID_LTC** Forum for sharing knowledge to combat COVID19 for Long Term Care, Sub-Acute Nursing and Assisted Living. -Curated by Jesse Cohen MD MPH, Med Director (Twitter)


SUBJECT GUIDES

- **Health Promoting Workplaces – COVID-19 Wellness Page** – This page is being updated with recommendations from Dr Anne Pousette and includes not only evidence, but some recommended videos and blogs “from health care workers for healthcare workers”. It also features Northern Health & provincial recommendations and a link to this IHI Action Guide:
• Coronavirus (COVID-19) Research Guide – The library has curated a landing page for evidence and research collections. The Current Awareness Page features automatically updated links to searches and each week, the library posts potentially higher interest items from the search alerts under the Selected Articles tabs. Alerts and updates from the MoH and BCCW Libraries are also linked because they are following other topical areas (Maternity, Children, Vulnerable populations etc).

NEED A LITERATURE SEARCH?
By the end of May, BC Health Authority Libraries had gone over the 100 mark for literature search requests on COVID-19. Together, BC HA libraries are working to reduce duplication in effort and to help each other monitor the evidence wave rolling out right now.

Contact us: library@northernhealth.ca or Visit the Website.